WRITING 2260G: WORKPLACE WRITING

Winter 2019
Thursdays 11:30 a.m. – 2:30 p.m.

- Learn about the writing demands of your field from King's alumni in your field!
- Set goals and work out how to communicate effectively in the caregiving professions
- Discuss interpersonal and cross-cultural exchanges, working with families, advocacy
- Practice multiple genres including resumes, case notes, presentations, web promotion
- Extend your thinking about writing for Social Work, CSI, DS, Psychology, Thanatology, SJPS by learning how to ask the right questions and choose the right approaches

Prerequisites
- Any Year 1 Writing with at least 70%
- Or Writing 2101F/G or 2111F/G with at least 65%
- Or permission of the Dept. of English, French, & Writing.
- The ideal candidate for Writing 2301F will be in Year 3 or 4.

For more information contact Dr. Vidya Natarajan at snatara@uwo.ca